We introduce the Read-Write-Coding-System (RWC) -a very flexible class of linear block codes that generate efficient and flexible erasure codes for storage networks. In particular, given a message x of k symbols and a codeword y of n symbols, an RW code defines additional parameters k ≤ r, w ≤ n that offer enhanced possibilities to adjust the fault-tolerance capability of the code. More precisely, an RWC provides linear (n, k, d)-codes that have (a) minimum distance d = n−r+1 for any two codewords, and (b) for each codeword there exists a codeword for each other message with distance of at most w. Furthermore, depending on the values r, w and the code alphabet, different block codes such as parity codes (e.g. RAID 4/5) or Reed-Solomon (RS) codes (if r = k and thus, w = n) can be generated. In storage networks in which I/O accesses are very costly and redundancy is crucial, this flexibility has considerable advantages as r and w can optimally be adapted to read or write intensive applications; only w symbols must be updated if the message x changes completely, what is different from other codes which always need to rewrite y completely as x changes. In this paper, we first state a tight lower bound and basic conditions for all RW codes. Furthermore, we introduce special RW codes in which all mentioned parameters are adjustable even online, that is, those RW codes are adaptive to changing demands. At last, we point out some useful properties regarding safety and security of the stored data.
Introduction
An erasure (resilient) code maps a word x of k symbols drawn from an alphabet Σ into a codeword y of n > k symbols from the same alphabet, and in the optimal case, any k symbols from the n codeword symbols are sufficient to recover x. This property has made erasure codes become very prominent in many application areas [1, 7, 16] . In storage networks such as RAID-arrays [13, 14] and modern storage area networks (SAN) [10] access to hard disks is comparably slow, and thus, data is scattered into fixed sized blocks which are evenly distributed among the storage devices to exploit access parallelism. If then some disks fail for reading (erasures), in the optimal case, any k symbols from y are sufficient to recover x, i.e. such codes can tolerate up to n − k erasures which may be caused by failed, respectively temporarily not accessible disks. Since the number n of blocks (symbols) in a codeword y is fixed (called data stripe) and all blocks in a stripe are hosted by n different disk, linear block codes are mainly applied [13, 5, 14, 8] . More importantly, linear block codes are optimal codes, i.e. they only require any k blocks from y to recover x what is important in a scenario that suffers from expensive I/O operations.
However, most codes applied in RAID-like storage networks almost aim at providing a (near-)optimal recovery behavior but what implies a serious drawback as any code that is able to reconstruct x from up to n − k erasures suffers from a bad update behavior. In particular, if one information symbol changes from x i to x i , any codesymbol y i must also be modified. If then any of the disk keeping y i is not accessible, there is no chance to store the modified codeword appropriately (except merely the plain information word if a systematic code is applied such as given, for example, with the RAID 4/5 encoding).
In order to face this negative update behavior that is inherent to usual linear blocks codes and which turns to be pretty costly when such codes are applied in RAID-like storage environments, we introduce the Read-Write-Coding-System (RWC) -a very flexible framework for generating different linear block codes, called Read-Write (RW) codes in the following, which feature enhanced update properties for given codewords by simultaneously offering different degrees of fault-tolerance. In contrast to common linear block codes, an RWC defines further parameters k ≤ r, w ≤ n which offer enhanced possibilities to adjust the redundancy, and thus, the fault-tolerance capability of an RW code. In the language of coding theory, for any fixed r, an RWC provides linear (n, r, d)-codes over some finite field F q that have (a) minimum (Hamming) distance d = n−r+1 (thus, are MDS codes if r = k), and (b) for each codeword there exists a codeword for each other message with distance of at most w, i.e. the two code words differ in at most w symbols. More specific, an RWC generates appropriate sub-codes of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes (see e.g. [9] for details on RS codes) of dimension r and length n in which any two codewords have distance at least w. Depending on the values r, w and the field F q chosen, different block codes can be generated, e.g. parity codes (if q = 2).
The ensured degree of redundancy mixed up with the improved update behavior offered by an Read-Write code provides significant benefits for the observed storage systems which, driven by the application's read and write behavior, on one hand, suffer from very costly I/O operations, and on the other hand, have to ensure some defined level of fault-tolerance at any time. Clearly, a ReadWrite code provides best improvements for write-intensive applications because, given an n-sized codeword y and parameters r, w, it can decode the information from any r symbols of y whereas only any w symbols of y must be updated
